Defouling and cleaning using nanobubbles on stainless steel.
The present work demonstrates that nanobubbles can be used as cleaning agents on stainless steel (SS) surfaces. Cleaning efficiency has been quantified. Using an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), it was demonstrated that nanobubbles can be produced by electrochemical treatment on a SS surface either with or without adsorbed bovine serum albumin (BSA). After allowing adsorption on SS overnight, radio-labeled BSA was removed by electrochemically generated nanobubbles, and then the remaining BSA on the surface was quantified by radioactivity measurement. The results indicate that nanobubbles can remove >10% of the protein in each 3-min electrochemical treatment while in a control group, washing with water and electrolyte resulted in no more than 3% of the protein being removed each time. Cleaning of conducting surfaces by nanobubbles is promising in any system where fouling occurs in biomedia.